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Council Chatter 
This Bulletin we highlight some existing initiatives and some planned ideas 

for your interest and comment. Please do contact the Secretary, in writing, 

with YOUR thoughts and ideas on how your Council can support you in your 

breeding programme, develop its level of patronage for the 2018 Show 

season and so forth. 

 

 

The Council Chatter section of the Bulletin is set up to provide direct 

broadcast of information from the Council to the members of the Society. If 

you have any questions please send a query in the Comments section so that 

your issues can be dealt with promptly. We hope that members will find this 

section of interest, of support to you, as a breeder of budgerigars and that it 

will motivate you to share your own ideas about growing and developing the 

Society as we move forward.  

 

1. Calling all Members Wishing to Train as 

Stewards and Judges: 

 

Many members have opted to join a group of people keen to further their experience as 

stewards and begin to train as judges. If you have not yet been able to let the Secretary, 

Chris Asken, know that you are keen, please let her know that you are wishing to be 

involved so hat this programme can get underway. Please see the contact details below. 

 

2.  Judges Announced for the Patronage 



Show 2018 

 

The Patronage Show will be held this coming year, 2018, in Levin on 19-20 May.   The 

Judges are:   Novice:  Brian Townsend and Champion: Derek Poole from Tasmania. 

Derek has previously judged here on two occasions and brings great expertise to the 

judging team. Please pop this Show and the dates in your showing calendar now and see if 

we can make this a really successful Show. 

  

3.  Contact Details for Key Council Members 

 

Many of you will, now, be aware of the change of address of the Council Secretary but in 

case this information has not reached your radar as yet the new details are shared here 

again: 

Secretary 

Chris Asken 

112 Gillespies Line, 

 Cloverlea, 

 Palmerston North 4412 

 

The e-mail address and phone number contact details remain unchanged:   

chris@keyproperty.co.nz 

027 240 9580 

 

Ring Registrar 

 

Vince Huston 

E Mail : vincehuston47@gmail.com 

Phone 09-53-44-9-88 

Mobile 021-53- 44-98 

 

President 

E-mail: asgrinter@gmail.com   

 

 

4. Another reminder about Parent Club 

Membership 

mailto:chris@keyproperty.co.nz
tel:027%20240%209580
mailto:vincehuston47@gmail.com?subject=Membership%20of%20the%20BSNZ
tel:09-53-44-9-88
tel:021-53-%2044-98
mailto:asgrinter@gmail.com


 

 

Every member of every Specialist Society in New Zealand must, first, be a member of one 

of the 32 local Bird Clubs. When you fill out your membership form for the BSNZ you need 

to record the name of your "Parent Club". Many people are members of more than one Bird 

Club due to an historic connection with a particular Club, a desire to support more than 

one Club financially or because they have moved house and established a relationship with 

a new Club. In this case, the member must choose one of these Clubs as their "Parent 

Club". 

   

 

 

5. Membership Form and Ring Order Form 

 

If you need a membership form to order your rings and renew your membership of your 

Specialist Society, the Budgerigar Society of New Zealand (Inc.) please click the link below 

which will take you directly to the website where you can download and complete one for 

submission to the Ring Registrar, Vince Huston, details above: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BxHHmZOKfibdS3BVS2I3ajdfcDg/view   

 

 

President's Patter 
The Council President shares his thoughts, ideas and updates for members to hear 

directly from the Council President. about issues of interest to you as a breeder and 

other important communication with the full membership: 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BxHHmZOKfibdS3BVS2I3ajdfcDg/view


 

 The council and Judges have been working on getting the Judges and Stewards training 

system back on track and we already have a good group of people wanting to start their 

training. If anyone else is interested please contact the Secretary, Chris Asken. We can 

look forward to these people, and anyone else who wishes to join the programme, 

progressing in the hobby. 

We are also working on some written assignments for all of our existing judges to help 

with their knowledge of the varieties and the standards, so that we can provide a better 

and more consistent service to you as members. 

I hope that everyone has been having a successful breeding season. It is more important 

than it has been for the last few years, with our return to CYCR classes. It will be 

interesting to see what effect these changes have on the number of birds being benched. 

It has the potential to open up the Shows to a much greater number of your birds. 

The Young Bird class was an experiment to see if the benching of birds at an older age 

provided a less stressful experience for the birds and gave a more even playing field 

between North and South Island birds. I feel that for it to be truly effective we needed to 

move the ring issue date to January and so limit the birds that would be eligible to be in 

the Young Bird class and to leave more birds available for the Any Age classes. However, 

we gave it a good try and the majority voted to return to CYCR classes so now we can 

move on and look toward the new show season. 

The other thing that we need to start thinking about is if anyone has any ideas for remits 

to be considered for the next years AGM and to pass on to the Federation. 

Our Patronage Show date has been set at the Levin Show on the 19th and 20th of May. I 

know that this is earlier than most of us would prefer, but it is a case of finding a club 

that is prepared to help us with the show patronage and venue. I would like to thank the 

committee of the Levin club for their enthusiasm and support with this being our most 

important show of the year and also of course our Annual Auction and AGM. 



 

An idea that I would like everyone to consider is to request that the Federation makes a 

weekend available in the middle of June for all specialist clubs to have the freedom to 

hold a separate annual show independently of any local clubs, so that all breed societies 

can have an annual show that they can run as they want and better recognise their 

members requirements. This would also give us better opportunities for Judges 

meetings and training seminars. 

I am about to go on a trip for four weeks and I understand that Sheryl, our hard-

working Bulletin Editor is also going away, so I wish her an enjoyable holiday and look 

forward to catching up with you all on my return. 

  

Have a great breeding season and if we don’t have another Bulletin before Christmas, 

have a safe and happy Christmas. 

 

 

Regards to all 

Tony Grinter 

President  

 

 

Letters to the Editor 
We are hoping to add a section to the Bulletin where questions to the Vet, the 

Council or just general interest questions can be included, where the answers 

to those questions would interest all members. If you have any questions 

please send them in and we can include your query in the Bulletin for the 

interest and education of all members. 

 



 

 

                    

 

 

  

   

 

Around the Clubs 
If you have budgie related details from your local Club it would be interesting to share this 

Club news in our Bulletin. This month we thank the Hastings Bird Club for sharing the 

winners and some images from from their Nest Feather Show held on Monday, 6 

November. Congratulations to all members. 

 

 

Hastings Bird Club Nest Feather Show  

 



 

 

Best Bird at Hastings Bird Club Nest Feather Show -- Congratulations to Peggy Gyde of the Gyde/Sullivan Partnership  

 

 
 



 

 

Best Novice at Hastings Nest and Feather Show - Congratulations to Sarah Nukunuku.  

 

Auckland Budgie Nest Feather Show  

 



 

  

 

At left the winning AA Champion bird -- Ngaire Madden                           A t right the winning CYCR 

Champion bird -- Vince Huston  

 

 

Other winners on the day:   Best AA novice winner was Song Chen. CYCR novice was Peter 

Roberts. 

There were 38 Novice birds entered in the Show and 18 Champion birds. A total of 56 birds made 

this a great event for this budgie-only Club!! Congratulations to all members who had success and to 

this group for their continued gorth and resurgence.  

 

 

Member Contribution: Vince Huston 

Contributes Some Useful Information 

about the Importance of Vitamin D and 

Calcium for your Budgies 
 

This month we thank Vince Huston for his helpful contribution to the Bulletin in the form of some very 

useful details about the importance of these trace elements in the well-being of your aviary birds, as 

well as a suggested supplements regime that you might like to trial.  Sincere thanks to him for this 



 

most interesting and useful contribution that is both practical and helpful for all budgie breeders 

across New Zealand. 

  

 

 

 

 

The Importance of Calcium and Vitamin D 

   

Calcium, the most abundant mineral in the body, is found in some foods, added to others, available as a dietary supplement, and present 

in some medicines (such as antacids). Calcium is required for vascular contraction and vasodilation (meaning blood vessel arteries & 

veins), muscle function, nerve transmission, intracellular signaling and hormonal secretion, though less than 1% of total body calcium is 

needed to support these critical metabolic functions. Serum calcium is very tightly regulated and does not fluctuate with changes in 

dietary intakes; the body uses bone tissue as a reservoir for, and source of calcium, to maintain constant concentrations of calcium in 

blood, muscle, and intercellular fluids 

  

Vitamin D, also known as the sunshine vitamin, is produced by the body as a response to sun exposure; it can also be consumed in food or 

supplements. 

Having enough vitamin D is important for a number of reasons, including maintaining healthy bones and teeth; it may also protect 

against a range of conditions such as cancer,  

Vitamin D has multiple roles in the body, helping to: 

• Maintain the health of bones and teeth. 

• Support the health of the immune system, brain, and nervous system. 

• Regulate insulin levels and aid diabetes management. 

• Support lung function and cardiovascular health. 

• Influence the expression of genes involved in cancer development. 

  

Vitamin D plays a substantial role in the regulation of calcium and maintenance of phosphorus levels in the blood, two factors that are 

extremely important for maintaining healthy bones and healthy body. 

 

The Link between Calcium & Vitamin D  

 

The body cannot absorb calcium without Vitamin D so you need to be feeding Calcium & Vitamin D together 

 

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/195878.php
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/info/cancer-oncology/
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/248958.php


 

Calcium Mixture provided to breeding pairs  

Calcium cake, fine oyster grit, egg shells & piminex provided in open dishes  

 

The Importance of Iodine  

NZ soils are deficient in trace elements including Iodine, this is essential for good health, fertility & development of the chicks.    

 

Liquid Health Supplement   
   

Product Manufacturer Where to buy Cost Amount per 2 Litres of Water 
Soluvite D VETAFARM Mark Dullabh ? 1 teaspoon 
Liquid Calcium with D 3   VETAFARM Mark Dullabh ? 10mls 
Apple Cider Vinegar Organic with Manuka 

Honey 
ACV Health Health Shop  $15.40 for 750mls 10mls 

Iodine Oral Drops Clinicians Health Shop ? 100mls 5 to 6 drops 
  

These substances are just trace elements & should only be used in small amounts.  

• Breeding Season  : the budgies get the full amount   

• Non Breeding : I water down over 4 days topping up the 2 litre bottle each day 

• Day 1 full strength day 2 is about 1/2 strength day 3 & 4 is about ¼ strength 

Storage : 2 litre plastic bottle, store in the fridge 

Hygiene : is very important because water with additives goes off very quickly & can become a source of bacteria & moulds   

• New & Clean water dish every day 

• 2 litre plastic bottle should be washed once per week & sterilized with Milton Anti Bacterial Tablets  ( Hygiene for Baby & Home) 

you can buy these at Countdown     

  

Note : When the pairs are feeding chicks I tend to go with the ¼ strength, you don’t want to overloads the chicks with too much additives 

  

 

 

 

 



 

Hear It From A Vet 
This month Dr Hamish Baron has presented us with some ideas and thoughts around providing 

stimulation, enrichment and different food sources for our aviary birds. At this time of year, when we 

have inquisitive "teenagers" in our baby cages, these ideas are an excellent way of introducing your 

birds to a wide range of alternative food sources and to ensure they are willing to try new flavours 

and textures as they move into the aviary proper in the fullness of time. Special thanks to 

experienced Champion breeder, Jim Ziarno, for planting the seed of an idea for this article during a 

recent visit to his aviary set-up. 

 

 

In order to ensure we have a range of helpful advice and professional opinion, we have been able to 

get support from three different Vets, who all breed birds, to submit articles for the education and 

enjoyment of our members. If you have any questions or comments about these articles as they 

appear in your Bulletin please send us a Letter to the Editor so that your query might assist other 

breeders as well.  

 

 

 

For this edition of the BSNZ Bulletin,  the article has been written by Dr Hamish Baron. Hamish is a 

member of the BSNZ and breeds in partnership with his mother, Sheryl Baron. He is currently half 

way through a three year residency at the University of Sydney studying to become an Avian 

Medicine specialist.   



 

Affordable Aviary Environmental 

Enrichment 
 

Hamish Baron BVSc(Hons) MANZCVS (Avian Health) 

Resident Veterinarian -- Avian Medicine and Surgery 

Avian Reptile and Exotic Pet Hospital, Camden, NSW, Australia 

   

  

 

 

 

A foraging tray in the "teenager" cage in full action!  

Special thanks to Kerriann Pinnell for this image  

We talk a lot in avian medicine about enriching the environments of cage birds to provide them with 

toys, treats and activities while their owner is not at home, but seldom do we think about 

environmental enrichment for aviary birds. Like all avian species, aviary birds benefit from having 

environmental stimuli. 

  

Whilst aviary birds have one another to keep them entertained, and each of us will know how this 

works, especially during the breeding season when the cocks are focused on nothing but the hens, 

and the hens are only focused on chewing the perches to pieces! However, during the rest of the 

year it is a great idea to include enrichment in your aviary set up. I find this especially rewarding in 

the “teenager cage” where the chicks go before being released into the flight – they relish any 

opportunity to cause trouble, make a mess and to try new things! Below are some ideas about what 

we can include to encourage natural behaviours and facilitate healthy brain development in young 



 

birds. 

  

Forage trays 

  

Forage trays can be as simple as a plastic cat litter tray that is filled with recycled newspaper, cat 

litter (Kitty Crumble – unused!) or wood shavings, wood chips, shell grit, lucerne hay or fresh picked 

grass. Into this tray you can sprinkle some favourite foods – examples may include removing the 

millet heads off the millet sprays and mixing them into the tray, putting your soaked whole oats into 

the mixture or including other favourite treats for finches such as live or dried mealworms. This 

allows the birds to sift through and find their treats, but encourages natural foraging behavior and 

provides them with an activity that is outside their every day monotony.  

 

Bunches of forage 

  

Picking seed heads, flowers and edible branches is a great way to provide enrichment in an aviary, 

but putting these in bunches and hanging them from the aviary wire or from the perches provides an 

extra element of skill for the birds to develop and learn. Finches love having the opportunity to pull 

and destroy seed heads and bunched fresh grass, as do budgies and grass parrots. Be sure to 

secure these with a safe, non-toxic substance that cannot cause the birds to get stuck or tangled and 

pick them from an area that you know has not been sprayed. 

 

Fresh branches as perches 

  

The simplest way to provide enrichment is to provide fresh green leafy branches, covered in bugs, 

bark and leaves. The birds will love destroying these branches and when the leaves begin to dry out, 

they make a fun rattling sound that the baby birds will enjoy exploiting. Each week these branches 

can be changed out to provide a new and exciting environmental enrichment tool in the aviary. Safe 

branches include, but are not limited to; eucalyptus, apple, feijoa, gravilia and bottle brush branches. 

 

These are some simple, free and fun ideas to help keep your birds happy and healthy. All the ideas 

discussed will provide your birds with great nutrition, but also a healthy and safe environment, both 

mentally and physically. Whilst it may not seem like a big deal, the enjoyment that your birds get from 

the new stimuli will no doubt have you making more treats for them the following weekend. It is as 

enjoyable for them to play amongst the forage as it is for us to watch them! 

  

Enjoy. 

 



 

 
 

 

  

 

 

Meet the Members: Area Reps -- Dom 

Alcock,        Waikato and North 
   

The BSNZ Council has established Area Reps in certain regions around New Zealand, and this time 

we meet with an Auckland based member and Novice Breeder. Phil Hill, one of the Council 

members, is the Area Rep Co-ordinator and these Area Reps are another layer of support that we 

hope we can offer so that members all know they have someone to contact to get information and 

communication.  

  

 



 

 

I am a pastry chef in my real life. I used to keep finches for a long time, when I was 

able to have a much larger aviary, and then we moved house and I had to get a 

smaller aviary. It was at this time that I decided to try a few budgies. I have kept 

budgies now for about 2 years. I keep normals, cinnamons, yellow face and 

spangles. Yellow face would have to be my favourite variety. For me keeping and 

enjoying my birds is the most important part of the hobby as, for me, it is a great 

"get away" after a work day. 

I am a member of the Auckland Met Bird Club as my parent Club, as well as the 

two specialist budgie-only groups, Auckland Budgie and Colour Breeders. Recently 

I also joined the Pied Society (1959). 

  



  

 

 

The Budgie World Beyond Our Shores 
With each edition of the Bulletin it is hoped to include a small section that helps members of 

the BSNZ to look further afield than our own backyard. This month we feature the WBO 

Show and Congress. Have a look at the WBO website to get a feel for this international 

organisation:  www.world-budgerigar.org  

 

 

The World Budgerigar Organisation Show and 

Congress 

 

As the Bulletin is being produced the World Budgerigar Organisation Show and WBO 

Congress is just concluding on Margaret Island, Budapest, Hungary. This Bulletin features a 

few images of the winning birds as well as images of the World Congress meeting. We hope 

that this peep at the world of budgies outside of our small corner of the world will be of 

interest to all members.  

 

http://www.world-budgerigar.org/
http://www.world-budgerigar.org/


  



 

 

Best Bird in Show - Daniel Luetolf 

Below are the images of the Best Opposite Sex and the Best Young Bird Opposite Sex which are 

also Luetolf birds: 

Left is the Best Opposite Sex in Show and right is the Best Opposite Sex Young Bird  



 

 
 

 

  

 

 

Tips and Tricks: 
We all love to learn new things and to continue to build our breeding programmes based 

upon information shared by others. This section of the Bulletin will be dedicated to helping 

members with interesting products and innovative ideas from members and we hope that 

people will be keen to contribute their own ideas and things they have tried with their birds. 

We hope that this section will be of interest and benefit to all members. This month there are 

three helpful tips that may be useful to you -- let us know how you get on with using any of 

these techniques and products! 

 



  



  

 

Canunda shell grit is pure shell only, deriving from fresh water conical snails. All species of birds 

including budgies, finches and canaries benefit from Canunda shells due to its high soluble calcium 

components and very low salt levels. They can be given in a separate dish, added to soft food or 

added to your daily seed or pellets. The shells are only about 3mm long and you can crush them with 

your finger nails very easily. This product is used in Pigeon grit over in Australia and also in the 

horticulture industry. These conundra shells were available in New Zealand about 10 years ago then 

disappeared again. They would be an excellent addition to the foraging dishes mentioned in the 

"Hear it From a Vet" article above. The shells are $8 per kilo and are available from Mark Dullabh at 

Quality Bird Supplies. He can courier to you or if you ordered through your Club you may even be 

able to save on courier costs.  

 

http://qualitybirdsupplies.co.nz/


 

  

 

 



 

  

 

This nifty idea comes to us from a Novice breeder, Song Chen, who got the idea from another 

Novice breeder, Shane Kennedy, who probably got the tip from yet another breeder! Whoever was 

the original "owner" of this neat perch holder idea, it is totally worth having a look at for your own set 

up!!  

 

Song uses 16mm tool clips to snap his square perches into, but the size of the clip will depend what 

size perches you use. This idea is an excellent one for those seeking to be able to remove the 

perches for easy cleaning, soaking and to turn the perches over to lengthen the life of the perches 

when the hens are coming into breeding condition! 

 

These Zenith clips, as pictured above, are available for Bunnings and are at a cost of $8.00 for a 

pack of six and are nickel plated to resist rust! 

 

Again let us know if you give this idea a go or have something even better that you use and others 

might appreciate knowing about!  

 



  

 

If you notice that you can see mites on the feather shafts of your older birds and that some of your 

chicks are scratching and excessively preening maybe this product will be of help to you?  

 

Avian Insect Liquidator is a good product to use for mites, so long as you are not taking any birds to 

shows in the next little while! It sometimes causes feather colour changes.  

  

It is a pyrethrin based product and so it can be toxic if used at high doses. Just spray two sprays 

under each wing of the birds affected. They then spread it across the feathers and the mites are 

unable to reproduce — provide two treatments two weeks apart. If you are worried about other 

products you might once have used, Ivomectin etc, then have a trial of this product which is effective 

if used judiciously.  

 



 

 

In support of the importance of Vitamin D and Calcium Vince Huston supplied this 

interesting article from the NZ Herald two years ago 

 

Strange but True Technology  

New Zealand Herald 5:00 AM Saturday Oct 31, 2015 

  

 

 

While China's pandas have been given Viagra and shown porn to get the old spark going, perhaps 

one of New Zealand's endangered icons prefers to keep it a bit more organic. 

Kiwi researchers have found the rimu berries our native kakapo favours are very high in vitamin D 

and calcium, which might explain why the birds do not breed unless there's a plentiful supply of 

berries, since these nutrients are essential for egg laying and chick development. 

A high-vitamin D supplement could therefore boost kakapo breeding during low-fruit years. 

It might be worth chucking a Marvin Gaye record on all the same.  

 

  

McCaw Joins Efforts to Save Rare Parakeet  

 

 

Former All Blacks skipper Richie McCaw is tackling a new challenge - helping to save 



 

the rare orange-fronted parakeet. McCaw’s company, Christchurch Helicopters, has 

formed a partnership with the Department of Conservation to boost the bird's recovery 

efforts. 

 

Also known as kakariki karaka, the critically-endangered bright green parakeet, which 

has a distinctive orange band above its beak, numbers just a few hundred. It is confined 

to a few beech-clad valleys in the Canterbury high country and several predator-free 

islands. 

"Orange-fronted parakeets are in serious trouble," DOC eastern South Island operations 

director Andy Roberts said. 

"But with focused conservation efforts and the support of others, we believe we can 

save the species." 

Under the partnership, Christchurch Helicopters will transport DOC staff, equipment, 

eggs and birds to and from conservation areas. 

To raise the profile of the bird, McCaw landed one of the company's helicopters, 

specially painted with orange-fronted parakeets, for a Save Canterbury Kakariki event at 

Addington Racecourse was part of Conservation Week, which runs through to Sunday.  
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